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 Standards and interoperability VideoLAN supports multiple standards for data compression. Currently, the following formats
are supported: Advanced Video Coding  (AVC) format and Moving Picture Experts Group  (MPEG)  (MPEG-1, MPEG-2,

MPEG-4 AVC, MPEG-4 AVC L2, MPEG-4 AVC L3, H.264, H.264 Annex B, H.264 Annex G, H.264 Annex H, and VP9).
Supported codecs The following codecs are supported by VideoLAN software, the following codes are codecs available with

some or all of the available codecs: NuppelVideo  (NuppelVideo  and NuppelVideo  L2) is a free and open-source graphics card
video acceleration software driver for Windows, Linux, and macOS operating systems. Transmageddon  (Transmageddon  and

transmageddon-sdl) is a free and open-source transcoder for audio and video files. VideoLAN is also part of FFmpeg.
VideoLAN.org domain VideoLAN.org is the home of the VideoLAN projects. The organization is organized in such a way that
allows it to encourage and facilitate the participation of non-profit contributors. VideoLAN.org is a non-profit organization with
no employees and no funding. It serves as an umbrella organization that protects the VideoLAN projects from legal, financial,
and political issues. Current board of directors: Serge Vaudenay  (President)  (France) Jean-Baptiste Kempf  (Vice-President)

(France) Aymeric Vasseur  (Secretary General)  (France) History The VideoLAN Project was founded in 1999 by four French
developers (all students at the University of Picardie Jules Verne, Amiens, France). The name of the project was simply

"VideoLAN" which can be translated as "Video Game LAN". The name "VideoLAN" came from the product distribution
network of the same name. In October 2007 the current project leader, Serge Vaudenay, withdrew from the project and began
to work on NuppelVideo, the AVC/MPEG-4-compatible and patent-free video compression software, with the goal of helping

to spread the technology by providing free tools for video encoding and transcoding. He now 82157476af
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